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ABSTRACT4

This aquaplanet modeling study using AM2.1 examines how ocean energy transport and5

topography influence the location of tropical precipitation. Adding realistic Andes topogra-6

phy regionally displaces tropical rainfall from the equator into the northern hemisphere, even7

when wind-evaporation feedback is disabled. The relative importance of the Andes compared8

to the asymmetric hemispheric heating of the atmosphere by ocean transport is examined by9

including idealized and realistic zonally-averaged surface heat fluxes (also known as q-fluxes)10

in the slab ocean. A hemispherically asymmetric q-flux displaces the tropical rainfall toward11

the hemisphere receiving the greatest heating by the ocean. The zonal mean displacement of12

rainfall is greater in simulations with a realistic q-flux than with realistic Andes topography.13

Simulations that add both a q-flux and topography displace rainfall farther to the north in14

the region 120 degrees to the west of the Andes than in simulations that only have a q-flux.15

Cloud and clear sky radiative feedbacks in the tropics and subtropics of this model both act16

to amplify the energy flux and the precipitation response to a given hemispheric asymmetry17

in oceanic forcing.18
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1. Introduction19

More precipitation falls in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) tropics than in the Southern20

Hemisphere (SH) tropics annually. The zonally averaged tropical precipitation is tied to21

the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation, also known as the Intertropical Convergence22

Zone (ITCZ) (Hadley 1735; Dima and Wallace 2003). However, the variation of precipitation23

from the zonal mean is more complex. Tropical rain over land follows the seasonal cycle of24

insolation, but the precipitation patterns over the worlds oceans differ from basin to basin25

(Mitchell and Wallace 1992; Waliser and Gautier 1993; Schumacher and Houze 2003). For26

the majority of the year, there is greater precipitation in the NH of the Atlantic and Pacific27

Ocean basins, while there is greater precipitation in the SH of the Indian Ocean (Adler28

et al. 2003; Huffman et al. 2007). Only during the months of March and April is there an29

equivalent or greater amount of rain in the SH of the Pacific basin. Sometimes there is a30

double ITCZ, a feature that current general circulation models (GCMs) struggle to capture31

accurately (Mechoso et al. 1995; Zhang 2012; Hwang and Frierson 2013).32

This greater NH precipitation has often been explained through processes and mecha-33

nisms local to the tropics. Philander et al. (1996) suggest that the NH Pacific and Atlantic34

ITCZ is a result of tropical coastal configuration preferring cold water coastal upwelling35

in the eastern side of the basin, south of the equator. This cold water, in turn, drives a36

wind-evaporation-sea surface temperature (WES) feedback that further pushes more precip-37

itation to the NH tropics (Xie and Philander 1994). If waters are colder in the SH, then a38

cross-equatorial pressure gradient is induced that drives a southerly wind across the equator.39

In the SH, the anomalous higher pressure results in anticyclonic motion that enhances the40

Trade winds to the south of the equator, and in the NH, anomalous lower pressure results in41

cyclonic motion that decreases Trade winds near the equator. Just south of the equator, the42

stronger Trade winds enhance evaporation, which further cools the surface near the equator43

in the SH, and the opposite occurs in the NH. Thus, changes in the Trade winds on both44

sides of the equator reinforce the changes in SST. Southerly winds across the equator advect45
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moisture to the NH, affecting the location of the ITCZ. The atmosphere-only model of Phi-46

lander et al. (1996) was coupled to both a fixed-SST boundary and a fully dynamic ocean,47

did not include topography, and required stratus cloud feedbacks to see a large movement48

of the ITCZ to the NH. Xie (1996) explains how such a WES mechanism can be propagated49

westward, and argues that the structure of the eastern coast is key.50

Xu et al. (2004) and Takahashi and Battisti (2007) have argued that the presence of the51

Andes in models can be an important asymmetry that keeps the Pacific ITCZ north of the52

equator in the annual mean. The mountains block midlatitude westerlies and air is forced53

to follow isentropic surfaces to the north and south. Drier air subsides as it moves toward54

the tropics, where it turns westward, enhances the SH Trade winds and dries the SH tropics.55

Takahashi and Battisti (2007) tested the influence of the Andes on tropical precipitation56

relative to the influence of other mountain ranges: they found that the presence of the57

Andes was more important to the location of the Pacific ITCZ than the Rockies or the58

Tibetan Plateau were. This topographic theory cannot, however, explain the greater NH59

precipitation in the Atlantic basin, as there is no equivalent “Andes” range in western Africa.60

In contrast to these local tropical mechanisms, modeling studies in the past decade have61

noted a connection between tropical precipitation and extratropical forcing (Chiang et al.62

2003; Chiang and Bitz 2005; Zhang and Delworth 2005; Broccoli et al. 2006; Kang et al.63

2008, and others). Paleoclimate evidence also shows evidence of the ITCZ moving during64

climatic shifts (Black et al. 1999; Thompson et al. 2000; Koutavas and Lynch-Stieglitz 2003,65

for example). A study by Fučkar et al. (2013) using an idealized coupled model (Farneti66

and Vallis 2009) has shown that the location of the zonally averaged ITCZ is determined by67

the hemisphere with the greater upward heat flux from the extratropical ocean. By opening68

a channel to create a circumpolar ocean in one hemisphere, deep water production in that69

hemisphere is inhibited, pushing the sinking branch of the ocean meridional overturning70

circulation (MOC) to the opposite hemisphere, which causes the zonally averaged ITCZ to71

move into the NH.72
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With greater heat release to the atmosphere in the hemisphere with the sinking branch,73

an energetic argument proposed by Kang et al. (2009) can be used to explain the tropical74

precipitation response: greater heat release into the extratropics of one hemisphere means75

weaker quasi-diffusive energy transport into the extratropics of that hemisphere. Conversely,76

less heat release from the ocean to atmosphere results in stronger energy transport poleward77

in that hemisphere. A hemispherically-asymmetric poleward transport of energy eventually78

affects the tropics and the Hadley circulation: a weaker meridional temperature gradient79

results in an a weaker, or summer-like, Hadley circulation in that hemisphere; a stronger80

gradient strengthens the Hadley circulation. Thus, the zonally averaged ITCZ location -81

which demarks the equatorward limit of the two Hadley cells - shifts into the hemisphere82

with deep water production. As a consequence, there is a net cross-equatorial atmospheric83

energy transport (AET) into the colder hemisphere (i.e. the hemisphere without deep water84

production). Frierson et al. (2013) find observational evidence for this energetic constraint85

between the tropics and extratropics in satellite data and reanalysis. They point to the86

Atlantic MOC as the key zonal asymmetry that can explain greater zonally-averaged tropical87

rain in the NH.88

There are two ways to investigate this asymmetry in tropical precipitation, as a zonal89

mean change or as the sum of precipitation changes in individual basins. Both will ultimately90

yield the same answer, but will lead to differing causal interpretations. Here, we favor the91

zonal mean approach to examine changes in the closed energetic budget. We investigate92

the roles of local and remote forcing on tropical precipitation in an atmospheric general93

circulation model (GCM). We use the Andes mountain range as our tropical forcing, as well94

as a variety of surface heat fluxes (also called “q-fluxes”) to test the relative effectiveness95

of topography and oceanic heat release in moving tropical precipitation. In Section 2, we96

describe the model we used. Section 3 presents changes in the hydrologic cycle and TOA97

radiation in the simulations that only add an Andes mountain range. Section 4 discusses the98

results of Andes-only simulations and examines the importance of the WES feedback. The99
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results from simulations with both a mountain range and surface heat fluxes are presented100

in Section 5, and conclusions are presented in Section 6.101

2. Model Description102

The model used here is an aquaplanet version of the AM2.1 atmospheric GCM with a103

finite volume dynamical core and a slab ocean (Anderson et al. 2004; Delworth et al. 2006).104

The simulations of Kang et al. (2008) use a similar configuration. All fields that would105

produce an asymmetric radiative forcing (e.g., ozone) have been symmetrized about the106

equator. Annual mean insolation is used. The radiative impact of aerosols is not included.107

The horizontal resolution is 2.5◦ × 2◦ and there are 24 vertical hybrid pressure-sigma coor-108

dinate levels. The heat capacity of the slab ocean is 1× 107 JK−1m−2 ( 2.4m). The shallow109

mixed layer depth decreases integration time and has little effect on the mean climate in110

comparison to deeper depths (Kang et al. 2008). A relaxed Arakawa-Schubert convection111

scheme is used for moist convection.112

Simulations were completed with realistic topography (T) and with zonally symmetric113

idealized (IQ) and real-world (RQ) surface heat fluxes (Figure 1). The T simulation uses real-114

world Andes topography interpolated with a spline fit to the model’s grid. The mountain115

ranges are “water mountains” as only the height of the surface, not the surface type, is116

changed. There are also two simulations presented that test the importance of the WES117

feedback to the response of tropical precipitation. One simulation is flat (NoWES) and one118

with real-world Andes topography (T+NoWES).119

Simulations were also performed that include a zonally-averaged surface heat flux (q-120

fluxes). The idealized q-flux described in Kang et al. (2008) is used with two different121

amplitudes (IQ10 and IQ30) and is shown in Figure 1. The real-world zonally-averaged122

q-flux (RQ) is also used. It is derived from the CERES TOA energetic budget and the123

ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis (Wielicki et al. 1996; Dee et al. 2011). To insure that124
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the land does not introduce a spurious energy transport into this zonally-averaged q-flux,125

the values over land are set to zero. The implied ocean energy transport (OET) of these126

q-fluxes indicates that heat is moved southward at all latitudes in IQ10 and IQ30, while in127

the RQ simulations the implied heat transport is generally poleward, but is northward at the128

equator (Figure 1, panel c). Additional experiments were conducted with both topography129

and all three q-fluxes.130

Table 1 lists all simulations that will be discussed in the following sections. Simulations131

were spun up for five years and five additional years beyond the spin-up are used for analysis.132

All results discussed in this paper are robustly defined using these averaging periods.133

3. Addition of a single southern hemisphere mountain134

range135

a. Changes in the hydrologic cycle136

In this section, we describe the impact of adding a realstic Andes mountain range to the137

model. The results using idealized Andes topography are similar to realistic topography ex-138

periments (see Maroon (2013)) and so only the latter are described here. Adding a mountain139

range creates subsidence to the west of the mountains as in Takahashi and Battisti (2007).140

When westerlies hit the mountain barrier in the subtropics and midlatitudes, they are de-141

flected poleward and equatorward respectively (not shown). Increased subsidence inhibits142

precipitation south of the equator, and tropical rainfall is displaced northward on the west143

side of the Andes (Figure 2). The decrease in rain in the SH is greater than the increase144

of rain in the NH. The influence of the Andes is seen 120◦ to the west in the topography145

simulation. There is a decrease in the maximum of the zonal averaged tropical precipita-146

tion when adding topography. Evaporation does not change as much as precipitation when147

adding topography (Figure 2c).148
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In steady state, the time mean (X) and zonal mean ([X ]) moisture budget at the surface149

is described by150

[P ]− [E] = −∇ · [vq]. (1)

We difference the budgets in the added topography and aquaplanet experiments to evaluate151

the relative contributions in zonally averaged evaporation ([E]) and vertically-integrated152

moisture flux convergence (−∇ · [vq]) to the changes in zonally averaged precipitation ([P ]).153

The majority of the change in the precipitation due to the presence of topography is balanced154

by the convergence term (Figure 2c). The change in evaporation opposes the change in155

precipitation, but it is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the precipitation change.156

The moisture flux convergence when averaged both in time and zonally can be further157

decomposed (see, e.g., Peixoto and Oort (1992)):158

−∇ · [vq] = −∇ · [v][q]−∇ · [v∗q∗]−∇ · [v′q′]. (2)

Terms with asterisks are the anomalies from the zonal mean, and terms with primes are the159

departure from the time mean. The first term on the right hand side of Equation 2 represents160

the portion of the moisture flux convergence that is attributed to the mean meridional161

circulation (MMC). The second term is the part from the stationary eddies and the third162

term is the part from all transient circulations. Decomposing the zonally-averaged, time-163

averaged moisture flux convergence into these terms shows that the majority of the change164

in moisture flux convergence is due to changes in the MMC term (Figure 3a). Although165

one might first think that adding mountains would result in a substantial response in the166

stationary eddy term, this is not the case; the zonal anomalies of specific humidity and167

meridional wind do not covary.168

Adding a SH mountain range results in a change to the tropical MMC (the Hadley169

cells), which occurs mostly in the region to the west of the mountains. Figure 4a shows the170

change in zonal mean and time mean streamfunction and specific humidity. This figure helps171

to diagnose if the changes from adding the Andes in −∇ · [v][q] are related to changes in172
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meridional wind, changes in moisture, or both. The streamlines indicate that the presence of173

the Andes causes an anomalous cross-equatorial Hadley cell that transports more moisture174

near the surface into the NH. Moisture has decreased in the SH tropics and subtropics and175

increased in the mid-troposphere of the NH tropics coincident with the anomalous Hadley176

cells’ ascending branch (Figure 4).177

In the zonal mean, it can be shown that:178

∆(−∇ · [v][q]) = −{[q]}
∂∆[v]

∂y
−∆[v]

∂{[q]}

∂y
−∆[q]

∂{[v]}

∂y
− {[v]}

∂∆[q]

∂y
(3)

where for a given zonal and time mean quantity [X ], {[X ]} = ([XT ] + [XA])/2, and where179

the ∆ refers to the difference of the topography simulation minus the aquaplanet simulation:180

∆[X ] = [XT ]− [XA]. Figure 2b shows that all the terms on the right hand side of Equation181

3. The four lines in Figure 2b do not sum exactly to the MMC changes due to inaccuracies in182

numerical differentiation, but one of the terms is dominant regardless. Changes in the term183

{[q]}∂∆[v]/∂y contribute the most to total change in the MMC moisture flux convergence184

(Figure 2). From this we conclude that changes in the location of the wind convergence due185

to the addition of the mountains makes up the largest portion of the zonal mean precipitation186

change.187

Increasing SH subtropical subsidence increases the cloud amount in the stratus decks188

there, which helps to cool the surface and decrease evaporation (Figure 4b) in the added189

topography experiment compared to the aquaplanet experiment. There are also enhanced190

cross-equatorial winds, and the pattern of anomalous evaporation near the equator would191

potentially indicate a WES feedback. However, the greatest decrease in SST is co-located192

with the greatest increase in the stratus cloud deck. The increase in stratus clouds reduces193

the insolation reaching the surface and thus reduces SST and further reinforces subsidence.194

The subsidence would inhibit convection in the SH, thereby preferring a NH ITCZ, without195

needing to invoke any WES feedbacks. In section 4, we will perform an experiment to196

examine the importance of WES feedbacks for the response to topography.197
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b. Examining the energetic changes in the AM2 simulation with added topography198

Adding topography results in an anomalous transport of energy from the NH to SH199

(Figure 5). This southward transport of energy is accomplished by an increase in the trans-200

port of energy in the upper branch of an anomalous Hadley cell (recall Figure 4a), and is201

consistent with a northward shift in the ITCZ. In the absence of storage by the ocean, the202

cross-equatorial energy transport can be examined through the top-of-atmosphere (TOA)203

radiative imbalance between the two hemispheres:204

∆OET +∆AET ≡ ∆TET, (4)

where,205

∆TET ≡

∫ 2π

0

∫ 0

−π

2

2πa2 cos(φ)(∆SW −∆OLR)dφdλ

∆TET ≡ −

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

2

0

2πa2 cos(φ)(∆SW −∆OLR)dφdλ,

(5)

and where φ is latitude, λ is longitude, a is the radius of the Earth, ∆OET is the change206

in ocean energy transport at the equator, ∆AET is the change in the atmospheric energy207

transport at the equator, and ∆TET is the total meridional energy transport at the equator,208

∆SW is the change of net shortwave radiation (with positive defined as into the atmosphere)209

and ∆OLR is the change in outgoing longwave radiation (with positive defined as leaving210

the atmosphere). In the limits of the integral, the equator is 0 and the north and south poles211

are π/2 and −π/2, respectively. SW and OLR fluxes are evaluated at model TOA and are212

integrated over the respective hemispheres.213

The change in total meridional energy transport across the equator is exactly balanced214

by the change in the net energy that enters the climate system (atmosphere and ocean)215

integrated over either hemisphere. In simulations where OET = 0, all changes in the TOA216

budget stem from changes in atmospheric energy transport. To illuminate the regions that217

are important for the change in the energy transport, we rearrange Equation 4 to read:218
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∫ 2π

0

(
∫ π

2

0

2πa2 cos(φ)(∆SW −∆OLR)dφ−

∫ 0

−π

2

2πa2 cos(φ)(∆SW −∆OLR)dφ

)

dλ = −2∆TET.

(6)

The imbalance in net radiation between the hemispheres is related to the cross-equatorial219

energy transport. The poleward limit of the integrals is the poles, so Equation 6 describes220

the change in the cross-equatorial energy transport in terms of the change in the net hemi-221

spheric TOA energy imbalance. The schematic in Figure 6 translates how a change in the222

hemispheric imbalance of TOA radiation is related to the cross-equatorial heat transport. A223

positive change of TOA radiation is defined as an increase in energy absorbed in the atmo-224

sphere and a negative change in TOA radiation is a decrease in absorbed energy (an increase225

in energy emitted by the atmosphere). The hemispheric imbalance is the NH minus SH net226

(ie, LW+SW) TOA radiation – hereafter called NH-SH ∆TOA – where positive indicates227

that there is more radiation being absorbed into the NH than into the SH. If the average228

NH-SH ∆TOA is positive, then the change in the NH-SH net TOA imbalance is positive and229

more energy has been is absorbed in the NH atmosphere than the SH; hence, the change in230

energy transport across the equator is negative (southward). Conversely, if the average is231

negative, then there is more of an increase in energy absorbed in the SH atmosphere than232

in the NH, and there is an accompanying northward change in energy transport across the233

equator.234

The average NH-SH ∆TOA is positive due to the addition of Andes topography, indi-235

cating that there is greater radiation absorbed in the NH than in the SH. Thus, the change236

of energy transport across the equator in the atmosphere is southward (Figure 5). Figure 7237

shows how each latitude (φ) contributes to the hemispheric average energy imbalance; that238

is, the change in hemispheric differences in each of the radiative terms ∆SW (φ)−∆SW (−φ),239

etc. Compared to the aquaplanet experiment, adding topography causes more OLR to be240

emitted in the SH than in the NH and more SW to be absorbed in the SH than in the NH.241

The change in the absorbed SW compensates for most of the change in OLR. The change242
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in the hemispheric imbalance of OLR emitted is greater than the change in the hemispheric243

imbalance in SW absorbed; that is, the change in the imbalance of OLR contributes slightly244

more to the anomalous southward heat transport. Within 5 degrees of the equator, the245

change in radiation is due to the ITCZ shift. The shift of high, thick clouds into the NH246

leads to a decrease in SW radiation and in OLR within the NH. The sum of these leads247

to a small but positive NH-SH ∆TOA near the equator. Globally, the largest contribution248

to NH-SH ∆TOA comes from between 5 and 20 degrees latitude. OLR dominates in the249

equatorward half of this region, while SW contributes most of the poleward side.250

If the change in TOA net radiation is instead split into clear and cloud sky components,251

then we see that both net cloud and clear sky radiation contribute to the southward change252

in the cross-equatorial energy transport (Figure 7b). SW+LW cloud radiation has the great-253

est positive change from 5-20◦; at these latitudes in the SH, adding a mountain range has254

increased the cloud fraction in the low stratus deck, which reduces the absorbed SW insola-255

tion. Figure 8 shows that high clouds in the SH (NH) have also decreased (increased) which256

results in more (less) OLR. Together, these two effects decrease the energy absorbed in the257

SH relative to the NH.258

Adding topography to a flat simulation also introduces a stationary wave contribution259

to the energy transport, and an analysis of the changes in the MMC, stationary eddy,260

and transient circulation terms of the MSE transport can be done, similar to the analysis261

of moisture flux convergence in the previous section. In calculating the stationary wave262

component of MSE transport ([v∗MSE∗]), however, we find that the major contribution is263

the from raising the mountain range itself. Raising a mountain range increases the zonal264

anomaly of MSE directly over the range, which makes the stationary eddy term largest over265

the mountain. Calculating the stationary wave component without including the region in266

the immediate vicinity of the mountain range would give a better estimate of the change to267

the stationary wave energy transport elsewhere, despite removing a region that is essential268

for the energy budget to remain closed. Calculating [v∗MSE∗], but ignoring the contribution269
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over the mountain range itself, shows that the contributions to the stationary eddy transport270

is small in comparison to changes in energy transport by the MMC, similar to the results271

for moisture flux convergence.272

Adding topography decreases the global mean surface temperature when compared with273

the equivalent flat run (Table 6, Figure 4b). This effect occurs even when discounting the274

small amount of surface that is elevated by the topography. The increase in stratus clouds275

is one possible explanation. Most of the cooling occurs between 30S and 0 north, and is276

co-located with the largest increase in low clouds.277

In simulations that add topography on top of a defined q-flux, there is also a decrease278

in the global mean temperature, with the exception of the T+IQ30 experiment. In these279

experiments, there is a large surface cooling co-located with an increase in low clouds in SH280

subtropics to the west of the added topography, but other far-field regions of the globe have281

also significantly cooled due to the addition of topography.282

4. Removal of wind-evaporation feedback in a simula-283

tion with a SH mountain range284

Hemispheric asymmetry in the boundary conditions can cause one hemisphere to have285

greater tropical precipitation than the other. In the previous section, this asymmetry is due286

to the SH mountain range, which generates a regional circulation that extends westward,287

far beyond the equatorial radius of deformation. Often the wind-evaporation-SST (WES)288

mechanism is cited as the mechanism for the westward extension of a circulation perturba-289

tion. Here, we test if the WES mechanism is important for the large scale response in these290

model simulations by artificially excluding the impact of wind changes on evaporation. The291

expression for evaporation (E) is,292

E = Cq|U |(qsurf − qatm) (7)
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where Cq is the drag coefficient of moisture determined by Monin-Obukhov drag theory,293

|U | is the absolute magnitude of the wind in the lowest sigma layer of the atmosphere,294

qsurf is the saturated specific humidity at the surface temperature, and qatm is the specific295

humidity in the first layer of atmosphere. |U | is calculated using the surface wind magnitude296

and includes a gustiness parameter to account for unresolved wind speed variability; in all297

simulations here this gustiness parameter is zero. In simulations with the WES feedback298

removed (the NoWES experiment), |U | is prescribed as a function of latitude in Eq. 7 and299

is taken from the flat aquaplanet simulation and is symmetrized about the equator. This300

prescribed |U | is not used in the sensible heat or surface momentum flux equations. The301

response of precipitation to removing the dependence of evaporation on wind is small in a302

flat aquaplanet. Results comparing the WES and NoWES simulations with the aquaplanet303

configuration are discussed in the Appendix.304

Adding topography shifts the ITCZ northward with or without the wind-evaporation305

feedback. The difference between the precipitation change from adding topography in a306

NoWES framework and the precipitation change from adding topography “with WES” is307

shown in Figure 9a ((PT+NoWES −PNoWES)− (PT −PA)). This quantity is the difference in308

the impact of adding mountains because of mountain induced changes in the WES feedback.309

If WES is important the difference will be large; if turning off the wind-evaporation feedback310

is completely unimportant to the regional precipitation then the differences in Figure 9a will311

be near zero. Figure 9a shows that this difference is small in comparison to the precipitation312

change from adding topography with the normal evaporation parameterization (compare313

Figure 9a with Figure 2a). In fact, without changes in the WES feedback, the mountains314

cause the precipitation to shift slightly more in the NH although the difference is small.315

The change in the pattern in evaporation and SST (Figure 9b) that is due to WES feed-316

backs is also small compared to changes in the evaporation due to the addition of topography317

(compare Figures 9b and 4b). Similarly the cloud changes due to the orography with WES318

feedbacks are very similar to the cloud changes without WES feedback. Hence, it is not sur-319
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prising that the changes in SST due to the presence of mountains is not sensitive to whether320

or not there are WES feedbacks. With or without WES feedbacks allowed, the addition of321

mountains shifts the ITCZ northwards.322

5. The climate response to the addition of both topog-323

raphy and surface heat fluxes324

In the experiments described in the previous sections, there was no prescribed q-flux.325

In this section, we evaluate the sensitivity of the response to the mountains by modifying326

a q-flux to be (a) the zonal average of the real-world q-flux (RQ), found to shift the ITCZ327

northward in Frierson et al. (2013), and (b) the idealized midlatitude q-flux (IQ10 and IQ30)328

used in Kang et al. (2008) and Kang et al. (2009), which shifts the ITCZ southward.329

a. Zonal precipitation response in all simulations330

The zonally-averaged precipitation for all simulations is presented in Figure 10a. The331

ITCZ location is computed by interpolating the zonal averaged precipitation field fit using332

a cubic spline algorithm and finding the maximum.333

The ITCZ location over all q-flux and topography simulations varies greatly, swinging334

from 16◦S to 9◦N depending mainly on the q-flux. AM2’s response is larger than that seen335

in the real world in the RQ simulation, as evidenced by the greater displacement of the336

zonally averaged ITCZ in the RQ experiment (8◦) compared to that observed (4◦N Adler337

et al. (2003)). In Frierson et al. (2013), it is argued that this is due to the lack of continents,338

specifically that of the Sahara desert which cools the NH and shifts rainfall southward.339

Mountains are expected to affect the zonally-averaged precipitation less since they have a340

limited regional response, and the results in Figure 10 confirm this expectation. In general,341

q-fluxes used in this study induce a zonal mean response of precipitation that is substantially342
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larger than the mountain-induced response. A “Pacific” ITCZ location is calculated using343

the zonal average within 120◦ longitude to the west of the mountain range (Figure 10c). In344

the region to the west of the mountain range (where the Pacific ocean would be), the ITCZ345

is only slightly farther north than the global mean ITCZ location of the same simulation.346

The energetic constraint described in Kang et al. (2009) is valid in these simulations,347

even when adding a mountain range. In both models, tropical precipitation varies with348

the magnitude of the energy transport across the equator (accomplished by the Hadley349

circulation) (Figure 10b). With a hemispheric imbalance in net absorbed radiation, the350

Hadley circulation moves energy to the hemisphere with less energy, and the lower branch351

of the Hadley circulation responds in turn, moving moisture in the opposite direction. The352

ITCZ in AM2 moves approximately 5 degrees per PW of cross-equatorial energy transport353

(R2 = 0.98).354

b. An energetic analysis of the addition of q-fluxes in simulations with the same topography355

Here we define atmospheric compensation as the ratio of cross-equatorial transport of356

energy by the atmosphere to the cross-equatorial transport of energy by the ocean (into the357

opposite hemisphere),358

AETno−Q −AETQ

OETQ − OETno−Q

=
−∆AET

∆OET
, (8)

where Q denotes an experiment with a q-flux and no−Q denotes the corresponding experi-359

ment with no added q-flux and the same topography as the Q simulation. ∆ then represents360

the change in the q-flux added experiment from the otherwise identical experiment without361

the q-flux. The ratio in Equation 8 is plotted in Figure 11a for each of the experiments with362

a q-flux. The best fit line for the experiments is in red; overcompensation is indicated by a363

slope that is steeper than the one-to-one line (black line), while a shallower slope indicates364

that the atmosphere undercompensates.365

Expanding upon this definition of compensation illuminates how radiative feedbacks in366
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these AM2 simulations allow so much overcompensation. As seen in Equation 4, total energy367

transport at the equator must equal the sum of the atmospheric and oceanic energy transport368

(OET) at the equator. If the atmospheric response perfectly compensates the applied q-flux,369

then ∆OET = −∆AET and ∆TET = 0. If the atmosphere overcompensates (as in AM2),370

then ∆OET < −∆AET and ∆TET > 0. That is, the atmospheric response moves more371

heat out of the hemisphere than the ocean imports, and the difference is due to an increase372

in the net incoming energy that is gained due to changes in the TOA energy fluxes.373

Figure 11b shows the change in the symmetry of the TOA radiation for all simula-374

tions that include a q-flux. The difference in the integrands of Equation 6 are shown (e.g.375

∆(SW (φ) − SW (−φ))), where ∆ now refers to the change in an experiment with a q-flux376

from an otherwise identical experiment without the q-flux. The lines in Figure 11b-f have377

been scaled by the cross-equatorial OET so that the different q-fluxes are compared equally;378

this scaling also changes the sign of simulations so that they all correspond to a 1 PW energy379

transport northward across the equator that heats the atmosphere in the NH and cools in380

the SH. The dashed curves show a scaled ∆OET for each q-flux. If the local atmospheric381

response to the imposed q-flux was a local radiative response, then the change in the TOA382

energy flux would lay exactly on these dashed lines. If atmospheric energy transport com-383

pensated for the ocean energy transport locally, then the change in the TOA energetic terms384

should be zero everywhere (a purely dynamic response).385

The hemispheric average of the values in Figure 11b is proportional to −∆TET . If the386

average is negative, then the atmosphere is undercompensating; if positive, the atmosphere387

is overcompensating. It is notable that the TOA radiation imbalance in the extratropics388

in isolation would lead toward an undercompensating atmosphere: somewhere between a389

pure radiative and a pure dynamic response. The atmosphere there responds locally to the390

surface heating by transporting some heat away and by increasing (decreasing) its OLR in391

the NH (SH).392

Overall however, the change in the NH-SH TOA energy imbalance is positive: more393
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energy is exported from the hemisphere than is imported by the ocean. Water vapor and394

cloud feedbacks are responsible for the overcompensation. The atmosphere is transporting395

more energy into the SH than the ocean delivered to the NH. The surface heatings are scaled396

here such that there is heat added (removed) to the NH (SH) atmosphere from the surface.397

However, a positive change in the NH-SH net TOA radiative imbalance indicates that the398

atmosphere has responded to transport even more energy from the NH into the SH. More399

(less) clear sky OLR in the SH (NH) and more (less) LW cloud warming due to changes in400

the Hadley circulation are part of this energetic response (see Figure 11c,d,e&f). With an401

even greater energy imbalance between the hemispheres, the atmosphere works even harder402

to transport heat across the equator; hence, the ITCZ shifts far into the NH.403

Figures 11c&d decompose the TOA radiation imbalance into the hemispheric asymmetry404

in net TOA SW and OLR respectively; Figures 11e&f shows the changes in the hemispheric405

asymmetry in total TOA radiation (OLR + net TOA SW) in clear and cloud skies respec-406

tively (refer to Figure 6 for how to read these figures). Both net clear sky radiation changes407

(mostly due to changes in LW water vapor absorption) and cloud radiation changes (mostly408

LW) play a role in the overcompensation, but in different latitude bands. The response of409

net clear sky TOA radiation peaks in the deep tropics, while changes in TOA net radiation410

in cloudy sky peaks farther into the subtropics. In the extratropics, a northward ocean heat411

transport causes an increase in the energy lost to space in clear sky regions in the NH relative412

to the SH - a loss that is nearly compensated for by a gain in energy in cloudy regions.413

The different effects of clear and cloud sky radiation on the change in TET sometimes414

act together and sometimes against each other. A q-flux is added that warms the NH and415

cools the SH extratropics; this heating is eventually felt in the tropics and convection shifts416

into the northern hemisphere. Changes in circulation increases the specific humidity in417

the NH and decreases the moisture in the SH. Less (more) cloud sky OLR is emitted to418

space in the NH (SH) deep tropics because of higher (lower) cloud tops. Conversely, less419

moisture convergence in the SH, reduces the greenhouse effect there, which results in more420
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clear sky OLR emitted to space in the deep SH tropics (see also Figure 5 a). In the deep421

tropics, more cloud sky OLR is emitted to space in the SH than in the NH due to lower422

cloud tops and drier air columns. In the NH subtropics, increased high clouds reduce cloud423

sky OLR there, while decreased high clouds enhance cloud sky OLR in the SH subtropics.424

The warmer atmosphere in the NH subtropics emits more clear sky OLR despite enhanced425

water vapor. Changes in stratus decks is minimal in these simulations (in the added Andes426

simulations, stratus clouds play an important role). Examining all these changes together427

in a NH minus SH context shows that there is more absorbed radiation in both cloud and428

clear sky conditions in the NH tropics than in the SH tropics, which acts to increase the429

southward transport of energy across the equator by the atmosphere. The tropical feedbacks430

are sufficiently large that the southward atmospheric energy transport is even larger than the431

northward oceanic transport that instigates the asymmetry in the atmosphere. The larger432

cross-equatorial AET then leads to a larger ITCZ shift.433

Since in Figure 11 each simulation has been scaled by the OET forcing, if the atmosphere434

responded linearly to the magnitude of the q-flux, then all simulations would show the same435

response. In the extratropics, all simulations do seem to be reacting similarly, even in the436

RQ simulations (red lines) which have a significantly different meridional q-flux structure.437

The tropical response is not linear however. The dark blue lines indicate simulations with438

the strongest q-flux (IQ30), and yet, when scaled, the peak of the response is less per PW439

than simulations with smaller q-fluxes. The width of the ITCZ becomes broader the farther440

the ITCZ moves from the equator, and the differences in the structure and amplitude of the441

ITCZ shift clearly contribute to the radiative differences in the cases with the largest forcing.442

c. An energetic analysis of the addition of topography in simulations with the same surface443

heating444

Figure 12a shows the difference in zonally-averaged AET of each topography simulation445

from its flat equivalent versus the difference in the zonally averaged ITCZ latitude. Although446
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all five experiments show a southward AET and a northward displaced ITCZ, only three of447

the experiments show the same sensitivity of ITCZ location to energy transport that was448

found in the q-flux experiments (-0.19 PW/degree latitude). The other two experiments, and449

particularly for the case of real heat transport,suggest that the details of the distribution of450

ocean heat transport affects the atmospheric response to topography. Panels 12b-f show the451

same quantities as in Figure 11, but for the impact of adding topography. For example, if452

the topography simulation also includes a q-flux, then its climate response is subtracted with453

the flat simulation that has the same q-flux, leaving only the effect of the added topography.454

The differences shown in Figure 12 are T+IQ30 minus IQ30 (purple), T+IQ10 minus455

IQ10 (blue), T+NoWES minus NoWES (yellow), T minus A (orange), T+RQ minus456

RQ (dark red).457

As discussed previously, examining the hemispheric imbalance of TOA radiation illu-458

minates the latitudes that contribute most to the cross-equatorial energy transport; since459

the latitudinal shift in the ITCZ location due to topography is also proportional to cross-460

equatorial AET (Fig. 10b), the decomposition of the terms that contribute to the changes461

in the TOA net energy flux can be used to interpret the causes of the ITCZ shift. Figure 12462

shows this difference for the sets of simulations that add topography while holding q-fluxes463

constant. The TOA imbalance has a similar pattern for those simulations with small q-fluxes464

that do not shift the upwelling branch of Hadley circulation too far from the equator. With465

the two largest q-fluxes (IQ30 and RQ), on the other hand, the TOA patterns induced by to-466

pography are significantly different. The IQ30 q-flux changes the mean climate in such a way467

that adding topography does not change the climate significantly. With the RQ q-flux, the468

ITCZ was already well in the NH before topography was added, so adding topography did469

not largely change the energy transport by the Hadley circulation across the equator. The470

changes in SW and OLR compensate from adding topography with the RQ q-flux. A large471

difference from adding topography to the RQ q-flux experiment is a larger cold subtropical472

region to the west of the Andes; here, clear sky OLR has increased, but cloud sky radiation473
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compensates. For the smaller q-flux experiments, the locations of the radiative response to474

the addition of topography are similar to the same response in sets of simulations that add475

a q-flux and hold topography constant (Figure 11).476

Note that the y-axis of Figure 11 has four times the range of those in Figure 12b-f, but477

that zonal average TOA changes in Figure 11 are comparable to some of the regional changes478

in TOA radiation as seen in Figure 5c. Mountains in AM2 cause a strong local TOA response479

that is diminished in a zonal mean framework. The radiative response of the atmosphere480

to an added mountain range is not as strong when seen in a zonal-mean framework. The481

pattern of tropical clear and cloudy sky changes due to the insertion of mountains is similar482

to those due to q-flux forcing though weaker in amplitude. Compared to the impact of483

modest (IQ10) or realistic amplitude q-flux (RQ, IQ30) the impact of topography on the484

position of the zonal ITCZ or the cross-equatorial energy transport is small.485

6. Discussion and Conclusions486

This study has examined the relative importance of cross-equatorial ocean heat flux and487

Andes-like topography on the location of the zonally averaged atmospheric energy transport488

and the attendant latitude of the ITCZ. The addition of a q-flux with a cross-equatorial489

ocean heat transport results in large-scale changes to the atmospheric Hadley circulation.490

Adjustment of the tropical atmosphere responds to amplify the effects of the original q-flux;491

this response produces an overcompensation of the atmosphere in this aquaplanet version492

of the AM2 GCM. This response to the q-flux occurs regardless of the exact structure of493

the q-flux itself, and with and without the addition of an Andes mountain range. This494

overcompensation is likely to be robust to the details of ocean circulation.495

Adding an Andes-like mountain range results in a small northward shift in tropical pre-496

cipitation. Although the extent of the displacement is sensitive to the details of the tropical497

ocean heat transport, in all cases, the changes in the precipitation are related most to changes498
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in the moisture flux convergence, which in turn are related to changes in the location of the499

ascending branch of the Hadley circulation. The result that tropical precipitation shifts500

northward is a robust result with or without wind-evaporation feedback included in the501

evaporation parameterization.502

Adding extra surface heat into one hemisphere shifts precipitation toward that hemi-503

sphere. With a mountain range and q-flux, the effects on the ITCZ are roughly additive.504

The addition of a realistic q-flux has a greater effect on the location of the ITCZ than does505

the addition of an Andes-like mountain range. Locally, the changes in the various compo-506

nents of the TOA radiation fluxes (in both cloudy and clear skies) due to an added Andes507

range are similar to the analogous TOA changes from an added q-flux albeit much smaller in508

amplitude. In the zonal mean however, adding a q-flux results in a greater shift in tropical509

precipitation than adding a SH mountain range does.510

The changes in the stratus cloud deck with an Andes mountain range reflects insolation511

and cools the surface, making the SH less conducive for deep convection. Changes in the high512

clouds and moisture due to the shift in the Hadley circulation also play an important role in513

both simulations that add topography and q-fluxes. In the simulations with q-fluxes, cloud514

and clear sky feedbacks are responsible for the overcompensation of the AM2 atmosphere to515

a given q-flux.516

Simulations with the same q-fluxes and topography described here have also been com-517

pleted with the GFDL gray radiation model, GRaM (Frierson et al. (2006) ). GRaM lacks518

cloud and clear sky radiative feedbacks, and given the results here, it is not surprising that519

the atmosphere undercompensates for a given forcing. Aside for the smaller magnitude of520

climate response, the results were similar to those in the AM2 simulations here. Adding521

Andes topography and shifts precipitation northward, and the precipitation shifts more for522

a large q-flux than for added topography. In these simulations, the dependence of evapora-523

tion on wind was also removed, and this removal did not significantly affect the change in524

precipitation (see Maroon (2013)).525
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The results from these aquaplanet simulations lend support to recent research showing526

that the cross-equatorial ocean heat transport is important for the location of the zonally-527

averaged ITCZ, and that this result is insensitive to the details of the ocean transport. Using528

zonally averaged ocean heat flux derived from observations is more than sufficient to put the529

ITCZ in the correct hemisphere. The addition of an Andes range adds for zonal variation in530

precipitation. The location of the ITCZ is modulated by both local and remote effects, and531

neither should be neglected when working to understand its dynamics.532
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APPENDIX541

542

The response of removing wind-evaporation feedback543

in a flat aquaplanet544

Removing the WES mechanism in an aquaplanet simulation does not change the mean545

climatology in a significant way (NoWESminusA). Comparing the flat simulations with and546

without WES (A and NoWES simulations, respectively), there is little change in the zonal-547

mean wind strength felt by evaporation in each simulation (Figure 13a - dark green line).548

The wind difference between the simulations with topography and WES (orange) shows549

that the wind felt by evaporation would otherwise vary much more than it is prescribed.550

When comparing how evaporation changes in simulations with topography and with or551

without WES (Figure 13b-c), we see that adding topography results in a similar change in552

evaporation from the flat simulation with WES regardless of whether WES is present or553

not. The changes in evaporation are almost an order of magnitude smaller than the scale of554

tropical precipitation changes.555

The response of precipitation in a flat aquaplanet to turning off a WES feedback in556

these simulations is small (Figure 13b). There is a small southward shift of precipitation557

when turning off WES [The aquaplanet simulation with WES in AM2 contained a tiny558

amount of random asymmetry: the ITCZ peaked slightly in the NH tropics (see Figure 2),559

and symmetrizing the wind strength in the evaporation parameterization likely helped to560

symmetrize the climate state].561
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List of Tables642

1 Description of experiments performed. 29643

2 Global mean surface temperature (K) for each simulation. The means are644

expressed as deviations from the aquaplanet simulation for all other simula-645

tions. The mean temperatures for latitudes from 90S-30S, 30S-0, 0-30N, and646

30N-90N are also included. The deviation from the mean of each simulation647

in these latitude bands is from the aquaplanet mean in those same latitudes.648

The standard deviation of the aquaplanet simulation is 0.17K in the extra-649

tropics and 0.14K in the tropics. Standard deviations of other simulations650

are similar; assuming a simulation has the same standard deviation with the651

same number of degrees of freedom as the aquaplanet simulation, then changes652

greater than 0.15K and 0.12K are significant at the 95% confidence level in653

the extratropics and tropics, respectively. Changes in the mean temperature654

from that of the aquaplanet are italicized if significant at the 95% confidence655

interval. Changes in the mean temperature of a topography simulation from656

its flat counterpart are bolded if significant at the 95% confidence interval. 30657
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Table 1. Description of experiments performed.

Abbreviation Description

A Aquaplanet only
T Realistic Andes topography

NoWES Flat aquaplanet, no WES feedback
T+NoWES Realistic Andes topography, no WES feed-

back
IQ10 Kang et al. (2008) q-flux, amplitude of 10 W

m−2

IQ30 Kang et al. (2008) q-flux, amplitude of 30 W
m−2

RQ Real-world zonally and annually averaged q-
flux

T+IQ10 Realistic Andes topography + Kang et al.
(2008), amplitude of 10 W m−2

T+IQ30 Realistic Andes topography + Kang et al.
(2008) q-flux, amplitude of 30 W m−2

T+RQ Realistic Andes topography + real zonal q-
flux
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Table 2. Global mean surface temperature (K) for each simulation. The means are ex-
pressed as deviations from the aquaplanet simulation for all other simulations. The mean
temperatures for latitudes from 90S-30S, 30S-0, 0-30N, and 30N-90N are also included. The
deviation from the mean of each simulation in these latitude bands is from the aquaplanet
mean in those same latitudes. The standard deviation of the aquaplanet simulation is 0.17K
in the extratropics and 0.14K in the tropics. Standard deviations of other simulations are
similar; assuming a simulation has the same standard deviation with the same number
of degrees of freedom as the aquaplanet simulation, then changes greater than 0.15K and
0.12K are significant at the 95% confidence level in the extratropics and tropics, respectively.
Changes in the mean temperature from that of the aquaplanet are italicized if significant at
the 95% confidence interval. Changes in the mean temperature of a topography simulation
from its flat counterpart are bolded if significant at the 95% confidence interval.

Experiment T glo T 90S−30S T 30S−0 T 0−30N T 30N−90N

A 291.1 K 283.5 K 298.6 K 298.5 K 283.6 K

Deviation from A

T -0.2 K -0.1 K -0.6 K -0.2 K -0.0 K

NoWES +0.2 K +0.0 K +0.2 K +0.2 K +0.2 K
T+NoWES -0.1 K -0.1 K -0.2 K +0.1 K -0.1 K

IQ10 -0.1 K +2.5 K +1.0 K -1.5 K -2.5 K

T+IQ10 -0.4 K +2.5 K +0.6 K -1.6 K -3.0 K

IQ30 -4.8 K +7.5 K -1.0 K -9.5 K -16.4 K

T+IQ30 -4.5 K +7.7 K -0.6 K -8.9 K -16.2 K

RQ +3.0 K +1.4 K +0.6 K +3.6 K +6.4 K

T+RQ +2.5 K +1.2 K +0.0 K +3.0 K +6.0 K
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List of Figures658

1 Topography and surface heat fluxes used. 36659

2 Change in precipitation from adding topography (panel a). Black contours660

indicate topography higher than 1000m. Zonally averaged precipitation (solid661

lines) and evaporation (dashed lines) are in the aquaplanet (green lines) and662

Andes topography (orange lines) simulations in panel b; the difference in663

precipitation and evaporation from adding topography is plotted in panel664

c. Note that the latitude axis of panels b and c are area-weighted (sine of665

latitude). 37666

3 Decomposition of the moisture flux convergence. Panel a shows the change667

in the moisture flux convergence from adding topography. The total mois-668

ture flux convergence (black) is decomposed into the part from the MMC669

(green), the part from the stationary eddies (red), and the part from the670

transient circulations (blue). Panel b shows the change from adding topogra-671

phy in the MMC moisture flux convergence (green line, repeated from panel672

a) and shows its decomposition into the following terms: {[q]}∂|∆[v]
∂y

(purple),673

∆[v]∂{[q]}
∂y

(red), ∆[q]∂{[v]}
∂y

(light blue), and {[v]}∂∆[q]
∂y

(yellow). 38674
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4 Panel a shows the changes of streamfunction (contours) and specific humidity675

(shading) from adding mountains. Streamlines are displayed every 2 × 1010676

kg s−1, starting at 1 × 1010 kg s−1. Solid contours indicate clockwise motion677

while dashed contours indicated counterclockwise motion. For comparison,678

the maximum Hadley cell streamfunction in the mean climate is approxi-679

mately 2.5 × 1011 kg s−1. Panel b shows changes in SST (shading), evapo-680

ration (positive-red and negative-green contours), surface wind (vectors) and681

low cloud (yellow contour) from adding mountains. Green (red) contours in-682

dicate a 10 W m−2 decrease (increase) in evaporation. Vectors represent the683

change in the winds of the 0.996 (bottom) sigma level. The yellow contour in-684

dicates where low cloud fraction increased by more than 10%. Black contours685

indicates topography higher than 1000m. 39686

5 The change in energy transport from adding topography. Panel a shows the687

change in total energy transport, while panel b shows it division into LH and688

DSE transport. Panel c shows the change in TOA net radiation across the689

globe (positive downward). 40690

6 Schematic showing how changes in TOA absorbed radiation relates to NH-SH691

changes in radiation and cross-equatorial energy transport. 41692

7 NH-SH TOA energetic analysis. Panel a shows the change in the TOA radia-693

tion asymmetry at each latitude from the equator due to the addition of the694

Andes: net radiation (black), SW (red), and OLR (blue). Panel b shows the695

decomposition of the change from adding topography of the NH-SH net ra-696

diation difference into changes in SW+OLR clear sky TOA radiation (blue),697

OLR cloud sky radiation (green), and SW cloud sky TOA radiation (red).698

Positive indicates that there is a greater input of energy at that latitude in699

the NH atmosphere than at the same latitude in the SH. 42700
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8 The change in low (shading) and high (contours) cloud amount from adding701

Andes topography. The first solid (dashed) contour indicates a positive (neg-702

ative) change of 10% high cloud amount, with subsequent contours every703

additional 10% of cloud amount. 43704

9 The impact of WES in setting the response to realistic topography. Shown is705

the difference of the change from adding topography in a NoWES framework706

and the change from adding topography in a “with WES” framework. Panel707

a shows precipitation (shaded) ((PT+NoWES−PNoWES)− (PT −PA)). Panel b708

shows SST (shading), evaporation (contours) and wind (vectors). Red (green)709

contours indicate a 10 W m−2 increase (decrease) of evaporation. Vectors are710

the winds in the 0.996 sigma level (near surface). Black contours indicates711

topography higher than 1000m. 44712

10 The range of tropical precipitation changes. Zonally averaged precipitation in713

all AM2 experiments is in panel a. Note that the x-axis is area-weighted. The714

latitudes of the zonally averaged ITCZ versus cross-equatorial atmospheric715

energy transport (AET) is shown in panel b. The best fit line has a slope716

of -0.19 PW/degree (R2 = 0.98). The zonally averaged ITCZ location versus717

Pacific ITCZ location is shown in panel c; the one-to-one line is dashed and718

denotes if the location of the Pacific ITCZ is identical to the zonally-averaged719

ITCZ; flat simulations are not included in panel c. 45720
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11 Compensation of atmospheric energy transport to the implied ocean energy721

transport at the equator (panel a) and the scaled changes in the NH-SH722

energetics (panels b-f; positive downward). In panel a, the black line shows723

where the simulations of a perfectly compensating model would lie, while the724

red line with a steeper slope indicates the overcompensation of atmosphere.725

Colors refer to the same simulations as in Figure 10. The symbols for the726

T+IQ30 and IQ30 cases are co-located, as are the T+IQ10/IQ10 and the727

T+RQ/RQ cases. All values in panels b-f have been scaled by the cross-728

equatorial ocean energy transport of each simulation. Panel b shows the729

change in the hemispheric asymmetry in the net (LW+SW) NH minus SH730

TOA energy as a function of latitude for all q-flux simulations. The dashed731

lines in panel b show the scaled q-flux forcings. If the atmosphere responded732

completely locally to the forcing, then the TOA energetic term would lie733

exactly over the dashed line. Panels c-f are as in panel b, but for panel c734

SW TOA (positive indicates into the atmosphere), panel d OLR (positive735

indicating out of the atmosphere), panel e net TOA clear sky radiation, and736

panel f net TOA cloudy sky radiation. 46737
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12 Change in energy transport and energetic terms in all simulations that in-738

clude topography. Panel a shows the change in atmospheric energy transport739

versus the change in zonally averaged ITCZ latitudes in simulations that in-740

clude topography from their equivalent flat simulations. Differences shown are741

T+IQ30 minus IQ30 (purple), T+IQ10 minus IQ10 (blue), T+NoWES742

minus NoWES (yellow), T minus A (orange), and T+RQ minus RQ743

(dark red). The NH-SH changes in TOA radiation budget for these simula-744

tions are shown in panels b-f. Panel b shows the change in the hemispheric745

asymmetry in the TOA radiation balance difference for all simulations that746

include a SH mountain range. Panels c-f are as in panel b, but for panel c747

absorbed SW (positive downward, energy increases in the atmosphere), panel748

d OLR (positive upward, energy leaving the atmosphere), panel e TOA clear749

sky radiation, and panel f TOA cloud sky radiation. Positive indicates that750

there is a greater change of energy at that latitude in the NH atmosphere,751

while negative indicates that there is greater energy at that latitude in the SH. 47752

13 Zonal mean changes in wind, precipitation, and evaporation in experiments753

with and without wind-evaporation feedback. The changes in the wind fed into754

the evaporation parameterization are in panel a. Changes in precipitation are755

in panel b, and changes in evaporation are in panel c. Differences of NoWES756

minus A (dark green), T+NoWES minus T (light green), T+NoWES757

minus NoWES (yellow), and T minus A (orange) are shown. 48758
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Fig. 1. Topography and surface heat fluxes used in this study. a. Realistic Andes topography
with contours every 1000m. b. Zonal q-fluxes used in this study. Blue and magenta lines
show the surface heat flux described in Kang et al. (2008) with peak amplitudes of 10 and 30
W m−2 at 65◦ latitude, respectively. The red line is the zonally-averaged surface heat flux as
derived from CERES TOA energy and ERA-Interim reanalysis. c. The implied northward
ocean energy transport for the surface heat fluxes in panel b. Note that latitude axis of
panels b and c is area-weighted (sine of latitude).
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Fig. 2. Change in precipitation from adding topography (panel a). Black contours indicate
topography higher than 1000m. Zonally averaged precipitation (solid lines) and evaporation
(dashed lines) are in the aquaplanet (green lines) and Andes topography (orange lines) sim-
ulations in panel b; the difference in precipitation and evaporation from adding topography
is plotted in panel c. Note that the latitude axis of panels b and c are area-weighted (sine
of latitude).
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of the moisture flux convergence. Panel a shows the change in the
moisture flux convergence from adding topography. The total moisture flux convergence
(black) is decomposed into the part from the MMC (green), the part from the stationary
eddies (red), and the part from the transient circulations (blue). Panel b shows the change
from adding topography in the MMC moisture flux convergence (green line, repeated from

panel a) and shows its decomposition into the following terms: {[q]}∂|∆[v]
∂y

(purple), ∆[v]∂{[q]}
∂y

(red), ∆[q]∂{[v]}
∂y

(light blue), and {[v]}∂∆[q]
∂y

(yellow).
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Fig. 4. Panel a shows the changes of streamfunction (contours) and specific humidity
(shading) from adding mountains. Streamlines are displayed every 2× 1010 kg s−1, starting
at 1×1010 kg s−1. Solid contours indicate clockwise motion while dashed contours indicated
counterclockwise motion. For comparison, the maximum Hadley cell streamfunction in the
mean climate is approximately 2.5 × 1011 kg s−1. Panel b shows changes in SST (shading),
evaporation (positive-red and negative-green contours), surface wind (vectors) and low cloud
(yellow contour) from adding mountains. Green (red) contours indicate a 10 W m−2 decrease
(increase) in evaporation. Vectors represent the change in the winds of the 0.996 (bottom)
sigma level. The yellow contour indicates where low cloud fraction increased by more than
10%. Black contours indicates topography higher than 1000m.
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Fig. 5. The change in energy transport from adding topography. Panel a shows the change
in total energy transport, while panel b shows it division into LH and DSE transport. Panel
c shows the change in TOA net radiation across the globe (positive downward).
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Fig. 6. Schematic showing how changes in TOA absorbed radiation relates to NH-SH
changes in radiation and cross-equatorial energy transport.
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Fig. 7. NH-SH TOA energetic analysis. Panel a shows the change in the TOA radiation
asymmetry at each latitude from the equator due to the addition of the Andes: net radiation
(black), SW (red), and OLR (blue). Panel b shows the decomposition of the change from
adding topography of the NH-SH net radiation difference into changes in SW+OLR clear sky
TOA radiation (blue), OLR cloud sky radiation (green), and SW cloud sky TOA radiation
(red). Positive indicates that there is a greater input of energy at that latitude in the NH
atmosphere than at the same latitude in the SH.
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Fig. 9. The impact of WES in setting the response to realistic topography. Shown is the
difference of the change from adding topography in a NoWES framework and the change
from adding topography in a “with WES” framework. Panel a shows precipitation (shaded)
((PT+NoWES − PNoWES) − (PT − PA)). Panel b shows SST (shading), evaporation (con-
tours) and wind (vectors). Red (green) contours indicate a 10 W m−2 increase (decrease) of
evaporation. Vectors are the winds in the 0.996 sigma level (near surface). Black contours
indicates topography higher than 1000m.
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Fig. 10. The range of tropical precipitation changes. Zonally averaged precipitation in all
AM2 experiments is in panel a. Note that the x-axis is area-weighted. The latitudes of
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Fig. 11. Compensation of atmospheric energy transport to the implied ocean energy trans-
port at the equator (panel a) and the scaled changes in the NH-SH energetics (panels b-f;
positive downward). In panel a, the black line shows where the simulations of a perfectly
compensating model would lie, while the red line with a steeper slope indicates the overcom-
pensation of atmosphere. Colors refer to the same simulations as in Figure 10. The symbols
for the T+IQ30 and IQ30 cases are co-located, as are the T+IQ10/IQ10 and the T+RQ/RQ
cases. All values in panels b-f have been scaled by the cross-equatorial ocean energy trans-
port of each simulation. Panel b shows the change in the hemispheric asymmetry in the net
(LW+SW) NH minus SH TOA energy as a function of latitude for all q-flux simulations.
The dashed lines in panel b show the scaled q-flux forcings. If the atmosphere responded
completely locally to the forcing, then the TOA energetic term would lie exactly over the
dashed line. Panels c-f are as in panel b, but for panel c SW TOA (positive indicates into
the atmosphere), panel d OLR (positive indicating out of the atmosphere), panel e net TOA
clear sky radiation, and panel f net TOA cloudy sky radiation.
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Fig. 12. Change in energy transport and energetic terms in all simulations that include
topography. Panel a shows the change in atmospheric energy transport versus the change in
zonally averaged ITCZ latitudes in simulations that include topography from their equivalent
flat simulations. Differences shown are T+IQ30 minus IQ30 (purple), T+IQ10 minus

IQ10 (blue), T+NoWES minus NoWES (yellow), T minus A (orange), and T+RQ

minus RQ (dark red). The NH-SH changes in TOA radiation budget for these simulations
are shown in panels b-f. Panel b shows the change in the hemispheric asymmetry in the TOA
radiation balance difference for all simulations that include a SH mountain range. Panels c-f
are as in panel b, but for panel c absorbed SW (positive downward, energy increases in the
atmosphere), panel d OLR (positive upward, energy leaving the atmosphere), panel e TOA
clear sky radiation, and panel f TOA cloud sky radiation. Positive indicates that there is
a greater change of energy at that latitude in the NH atmosphere, while negative indicates
that there is greater energy at that latitude in the SH.
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Fig. 13. Zonal mean changes in wind, precipitation, and evaporation in experiments with
and without wind-evaporation feedback. The changes in the wind fed into the evaporation
parameterization are in panel a. Changes in precipitation are in panel b, and changes in
evaporation are in panel c. Differences of NoWES minus A (dark green), T+NoWES

minus T (light green), T+NoWES minus NoWES (yellow), and T minus A (orange)
are shown.
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